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Details of Visit:

Author: NuthinButAGString
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 3 Mar 2020 14:15
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: XXX @Massagenn1
Website: http://www.massage-northampton.co.uk
Phone: 01604636440
Phone: 07565005165

The Premises:

Kettering road in Northampton. A discreet front entrance on the street to a parlour with a
wonderfully helpful maid,and the room being large, with a clean bed and towels. 

The Lady:

As can be seen in her photos, Stacey has magnificent 34FF enhanced boobs, (that feel so soft and
natural) stylish tattoos, long blonde hair,a sexy arse,and a seductive face.

The Story:

In mid-2019 I was checking footy results on Twitter,and stumbled on a Tweet from a parlour in
Northampton of a woman with the greatest tits I've ever seen! Being a good distance away, (and
only knowing Northampton for Watchmen creator Alan Moore being from the place)I started putting
a little aside. Finally finding everything all set,I made the 90 minute booking with ease,and set off on
a 90 minute train ride to meet Stacey.

After getting ready with a nice tea from the maid and a shower, Stacey walked in wearing a stylish
dress with her erect nipples sticking out,giving me a instant hard-on. Stacey set the mood perfectly
with kisses that were utterly moreish, whilst playing with my cock. On the bed Stacey started sliding
my cock between her big boobs and unveiling her pieced tongue. After all that teasing, Stacey gave
me a divine blowjob, with a variety of techniques darting her tongue across my cock,and Stacey's
soft lips performing a smooth deep throat. From the blowjob we went into a 69, where Stacey's
pussy tasted fresh, clean and increasingly juicy. Both horny as fuck, Stacey put the rubber on and
we did missionary,with a sensual build up of Stacey's legs wrapped round me,and her hands all
over my chest,leading to me covering her 34FF tits in spunk.

After a quick clean up,I was soon hard again, which led to the dream image of Stacey's boobs
bouncing in front of my face. Mentioning the mirror in the room,Stacey positioned the doggy style in
front of it,so we could both watch her getting out my second load of cum. With still some time left,
Stacey suggested a Jacuzzi. I'll keep what happened in the jacuzzi between ourselves, but say
Stacey went between the relaxing and the sensual,leading to one of the most erotic experiences
I've ever had.
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Finding Stacey incredibly easy to chat to in this epic 90 minute first encounter,we said our farewells.
Walking down the street a bit to get a cab to station,I found Comic bookshop Close Encounters and
got Alan Moore's The Killing Joke to read on the journey home. As I began thinking that she had
made every one of those 90 minutes it took to come down worth it, it hit me that I no longer
associate Northampton with Alan Moore, but as now being the place of Sexy Stacey.  
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